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manufacturing sales service total solutionsdevelopment

Take advantage of our knowledge

Elpress is the leading specialist in the field of industrial hygiene. We focus on delivering total

solutions: customer-focused systems, professionally integrated into your business process. 

By simplifying processes and sharing our knowledge, our wide product range enables us to 

add value to your business. Take advantage of our knowledge and let one of our specialists 

advice you.



Personal hygiene

E�cient personal hygiene can not be underestimated, especially in production 

environments where the risk of contamination poses great danger. Whether it’s a 

wash basin, apron cleaner or a built-in hygienic entrance, our product range  

enables us to o�er you a solution for every challenge. Systems produced  

in-house with an Elpress character; functional, high quality and hygienically 

designed.

Cleaning systems

Cleaning requires increasing degrees of specialism, for which knowledge and 

experience are critical. These two essential elements are extensively guaran-

teed at Elpress. We supply a balanced product range for the cleaning, foaming or 

disinfecting of your business and production rooms. Our cleaning systems can be 

found, and have been proven, around the world.

Industrial washing systems

Our industrial washing systems let you clean load carriers such as crates,

pallets or boxes. Our systems are economical with the use of water, energy and 

cleaning agents. For e�cient management of costs and the environment.  

Components

When o�ering total solutions, components and accessories are an

important element. Whether a high-pressure gun, spray nozzles or

storage and clothing cabinets, thanks to our complete product range Elpress 

o�ers you

a solutions for every challenge in the area of components and replacement

parts. 

Drainage

Elpress drains and gutters are of excellent and proven quality. The rounded 

shapes and smooth finish ensure that the water and dirt are removed without 

impediment. If a high concentration of contamination is present, the dirt filters 

ensure that the drains do not get blocked. 

Product categories
one-stop shopping
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“To be the first choice for hygienic products, by developing leading 

solutions and providing added value while spreading our knowledge 

and passion for hygiene”
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Conditions

Nothing in this document may be copied, published or disseminated in any other way without the 

written permission of Elpress BV. The information in this brochure has been compiled with care, 

and no rights may be derived from it. Articles, details and colours on the displayed images can 

di�er from the actual products.

For the most recent information, please visit our website:

www.elpress.com



Personal hygiene 
hand cleaning and disinfection

HDT-WM
chemical dispenser with 
access control

HD-WM
chemical dispenser

HDT
chemical dispenser with 
access control

Wash basin EWG-3
with optional soap dispensers

Wash basin EWG-2S-TAP
with sensor operation and 
integrated hand dryer

Double wash basin EWG-3-D
with sensor or
knee operation

Dyson Airbladetm

in the colours grey and 
white

Wash basin EWG-1
with sensor or
knee operation

Wash basin EWG-1-Deluxe
with sensor or
knee operation
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Double wash basin EWG-3-D
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HDT-WM 

chemical dispenser with 

access control

Wash basin EWG-1S

Wash basin EWG-2S 

with optional soap dispensers  

and Dyson Airbladetm

Wash basin EWG-4S-D 

with optional soap dispenser

HDT 

chemical dispenser with 

access control

EWG-2S-TAP 

washing and drying 

hands

Wash basin EWG-4S 

with optional soap dispensers

HDT 

chemical dispenser with 

access control

Case studies
hand cleaning and disinfection

Passion for Hygiene

HACCP International 

certified products.
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Personal hygiene 
sole cleaning and disinfection

DZD
sole disinfection

DZSW 
sole and shaft cleaning

DZW
sole cleaning

EDLW
sole and shaft cleaning

EZR  
sole and shoe edge cleaner

EZW
sole cleaning

EZSW
sole and shaft cleaning

EDSW
shaft cleaning

ELZW 
sole and manual shaft cleaning
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Sole cleaner DZW 

hygienic design

Sole and shoe side cleaner 

floor model

Sole disinfection DZD 

Sole disinfection DZD

Sole cleaner DZW

4-year warranty on brushes  

Shaft cleaner EDSW 

built into the floor

Shaft cleaner EDSW

Sole and shoe side cleaner EZR 

standing floor

Case studies 
sole cleaning and disinfection

HACCP International 

certified products.
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Personal hygiene 
hygienic entrances

DZD-HDT
sole disinfection, hand disinfection 
and access control

DZW-HDT-EDSW 
sole cleaning, hand disinfection, access 
control and shaft cleaning

DZW-HDT
sole cleaning, hand disinfection 
and access control

SANICARE-DYSON-B 
sole cleaning, hand washing, drying and  
disinfecting with access control

COMBI-BB-DD-1500 
sole cleaning, hand disinfection and  
access control for large throughput 
capacity 

COMBI-BD-DD-1500 
sole cleaning and disinfection, hand 
disinfection and access control

SANICARE-B
sole cleaning, hand washing, 
hand disinfection and access control

SANICARE-D 
sole disinfection, hand washing, hand 
disinfection and access control

SANICARE-DYSON-COMBI-BD 
sole cleaning and disinfection, hand 
washing, drying and disinfection with 
access control

COMBI-BD-DD-1500
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COMBI-BB-DD-1500 

ideal for large 

throughput capacity

washing hands with the 

SANICARE-DYSON-B 

 DZD-HDT 

built into the floor

COMBI-BD-D-1500-L 

built-in model with optional time  

registration and document holder

DZW-HDT 

built into the floor

disinfecting hands with the 

SANICARE-DYSON-B

disinfecting hands with the 

SANICARE-B

SANICARE-DYSON-COMBI 

the all-in-one solution

Case studies 
hygienic entrances

HACCP International 

certified products.
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Cleaning systems
cleaning, foaming and disinfecting

Booster unit LDC-Q 
cleaning at 20 bar,  
from 8 users

Booster unit MDC 
cleaning at 40 bar,  
up to 16 users

Booster unit LDC-Q
cleaning at 20 bar, 
up to 6 users

Mobile foam tank S50-B 
mobile foaming,  
simple manoeuvring

Foam unit or disinfection unit  
CD/CF-Q 
for a centralised supply of foam  
or disinfectant

Foam unit or disinfection unit  
CFD-Q 
for a centralised supply of foam  
or disinfectant

Booster unit WMRA
cleaning at 80 bar,  
for 1 user

MLDC-Q 
mobile booster unit 

Mobile disinfection tank MF-20 
mobile disinfecting,  
simple manoeuvring
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LDC-Q  

close-up of 400/20 model

WMRA  

close-up of interior

MDC 40-40 

cleaning at 40 bar

S50-B 

foam dosing 

easy to set

LDC-Q pump

CFD-Q 

provides users with 

a metered amount of 

foam and disinfectant  

Cleaning 

in combination with LDC-Q, 

satellite and reel set

MLDC-Q 

with Blocksat satellite

Case studies 
cleaning systems
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Cleaning systems
satellites

Satellite Blocksat RFD 
easy rinsing, foaming and disinfecting 
from a single point.

Satellite HC 
manual rinsing, foaming and disinfecting 
from a central point.

Satellite Blocksat RF
easy rinsing and foaming from a 
single point

Mobile satellite MOBISAT 
mobile rinsing, foaming and disinfecting  
with a built-in reel.

Satellite AC
rinsing, foaming and disinfecting from 
a central point. the satellite is located 
above the ceiling.

Mobile satellite DEFO 
mobile rinsing, foaming and disinfecting 
with a compact frame.
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Centralized cleaning 

an ideal solution for 

your production room

Foaming 

with a central satellite

DEFO  

excellent foam quality

Satellite AC 

simple operation

Satellite AC 

easy and safe changing between 

cleaning activities 

MOBISAT 

fast work 

thanks to built-in hose reel

DEFO 

in practice

Case studies 
satellites

Blocksat RFD 

rinse, foam or disinfect at  

the flick of a wrist
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Industrial washing systems
modular structure for a wide range of uses

Crate washer EKW-2500 
washes up to 400 crates per hour

Blower unit EAB-1-ST 
powerful fan blows away excess water

Crate washer EKW-1500
the space-saving solution

Pallet washer EPW-45 
for the washing and rinsing of pallets

Utensil washer ETW-10 
for knife baskets, small crates and other 
utensils. 

Utensil washer ETW-30 
for knife baskets, small crates and other 
utensils.

Norm bin washer ENW-20 
washes up to 20 standard carts per hour

Crate washer EDW-20 
washes up to 20 crates per hour
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EKW 

inside

ENW-20 Plus 

wash 20 standard 

carts per hour 

EKW-1500 

with optional one-person operation

EKW-3500 

with optional one-person operation

EKW-2500 

optional one-person operation

EKW 

simple operation

EDW-20 

wash 20 bins 

per hour

EPW-45 

with automatic 

feed and removal

Case studies 
industrial washing systems
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Components
expert advice, wide selection and fast delivery times

Hose sets LancesSpray guns

Nozzles and spray heads 

Quick couplings, nipples, etc. Cleaning hoses 

Ball valves Hose reel sets 

 

Food grade hoses
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Drainage
smart design

Vertical drains
two-piece with square top

Grid drains 
available in various sizes

Vertical drains
one-piece with square top

Slotted drains 
available in various sizes

Horizontal drains
one-piece with square top

Horizontal drains
two-piece with square top 
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visit our website
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Elpress is the leading specialist in the field of 

industrial hygiene. We focus on the delivery 

of total solutions: customer-focused systems 

that are expertly integrated into your business 

process. By simplifying processes and  

sharing our knowledge, our wide product 

range enables us to add value to your  

business. 

 

Years of experience has led to high-quality 

products. Reliability and user-friendliness have 

been proven in practice. Thanks to the broad 

possibilities of our products, we o�er a  

solution for every challenge.

We have a Passion for Hygiene!

Elpress BV

Handelstraat 21

Industriegebied Saxe Gotha

NL-5831 AV Boxmeer

Tel.: +31 (0)485 51 69 69

Fax: +31 (0)485 51 40 22

E-mail: sales@elpress.com

Website: www.elpress.com




